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DIGITALLY IMPLEMENTED CLOCK ACQUISITION LOOPS
FOR LOW SNR DATA SIGNALS

R. W. SCHOOLCRAFT
Magnavox Research Laboratories

Torrance, California

Summary    The development of powerful error correction codes for binary data
channels has generated a requirement for high performance clock acquisition loops.
These loops must provide clean estimates of the data clock at very low data SNR in order
to prevent dissipation of the coding gain through noise in the data recovery timing. The
key element in high performance clock loops is the method of extracting clock
information from the received data stream. Three loops are described which illustrate
several extraction concepts and which can be used as design guides. The first loop
extracts clock information by use of the function D(t)•D(t+ T/2). The extractor is
implemented almost entirely with digital logic elements and is very compact. The third
loop is extremely efficient due to the use of a time window which is open for only a short
time around the transitions of the data. Its implementation is heavily analog. The second
loop is a hybrid of the first and the third falls between them in both performance and
complexity.

Performance curves are presented for the three loops in terms of data SNR degradation
as a function of data SNR and loop bandwidth. Experimental data is presented for the
first loop.

Introduction    The development of powerful error correction codes for binary data
channels has generated a requirement for high performance clock acquisition loops.
Recent coding techniques for channels immersed in Gaussian noise, particularly those
utilizing the amplitudes of bits (soft decision), display very steep Pe vs SNR
characteristics. Even at threshold, the slope of soft decision performance curves,
)Pe/)SNR, approaches two orders of magnitude per decibel. Thus, a jittery clock
acquisition loop which degrades the received data stream by as little as one-half dB can
cause a ten to one increase in the error rate of the decoded data. Less powerful codes,
such as the hard decision 24-12 block code, are not as sensitive to system losses.
However, the coding gain of even the weaker coding techniques can be largely
dissipated by noise in the data recovery timing.



This paper explores, on a design level, several concepts that permit the implementation
of compact, efficient clock acquisition loops. Its purpose is to provide design ideas and
an indication of the sophistication required to satisfy a given design problem. In the
course of discussion, three clock acquisition loops are presented which are implemented
primarily with digital logic integrated circuits. Performance curves for these three
configurations are given in the Analysis section.

Efficient Clock Extractors    The key element in high performance clock loops is the
method of extracting clock information from the received data stream. The basic method
of efficient clock extraction is the use of autocorrelation to obtain the partial clock. As
shown in Figure 1, the partial clock is obtained by D (t) • D(t + T/2) where T is the bit
period. Figure 2 shows a crude implementation of this function along with waveforms
showing how it operates. The data stream D(t) is clocked into a flip-flop at the middle of
the bit period. The modulo-2 addition (exclusive-OR gate) of the flip-flop output, D(t +
T/2), and D(t) forms the partial clock. The partial clock is then used to lock a phase
locked loop.

Loop I    An efficient method to approximate the autocorrelation function is to use the
data recovery Integrate and Dump circuit as the T/2 delay element. Figure 3 shows a
block diagram of a clock acquisition loop employing this extraction technique and will
be referred to as Loop I. The experimental data presented later was taken from a loop of
this design.

If the flip-flop which examines the Integrate and Dump circuit at twice the data rate is
without error, no SNR degradation takes place in the exclusive-OR “mixer” since it
produces the product D(t + T/2) • [D (t) + n (t) ] . However, for noisy data, the double
rate flip-flop makes alternately poor and good estimates of the data sign. The poor
decisions are those made in the middle of the bit period when the SNR in the I&D filter
is 3 dB worse than it is at the end of the bit period. These incorrect decisions in the
double rate flip-flop cause a SNR degradation in the exclusive-OR “mixer” because the
errors invert the sign of the tracking signal for the duration of the error. We can view
these as cancelling out the tracking signal from an equal number of correct decisions.
Hence, the degradation can be accounted for as a suppression of the tracking signal equal
to twice the error rate of the double rate flip-flop. For a data SNR of 3.0 dB, the S out/Sin

of the exclusive OR mixer is:

(1)

for a degradation of 0.82 dB



Let us briefly compare this performance to that of the “classical” method of clock
extraction as shown in Figure 4. A differentiator obtains the data transistions and a
squaring or absolute value (linear detector) circuit forms the partial clock from the
transitions. This method of obtaining partial clock suffers severe degradation at low
SNR(1, 2) due to the (S + N)v process. For a 3.0 dB SNR, Loop I shows a 0.82 dB
degradation to the partial clock while the classical loop has a degradation in excess of
6 dB.

This comparison shows that the use of autocorrelation to obtain the partial clock is
significantly superior to the classical method. Also, clock Loop I is simpler to implement
than the classical loop. Its use of digital integrated circuits produces a compact stable
loop. In contrast, the classical loop requires the differentiator, detector and loop mixer to
be implemented in an analog manner. This requires use of discrete components and, for a
multi-rate clock loop, requires switching of the differentiator time constant and/or
adjustment of the phase of the clock provided to the I&D filter.

Loop II    Higher performance can be obtained by making use of the fact that tracking
information is generated only at the data transition times. A transition gate or “sniffer” is
inserted in the phase lock loop and is turned on for a short time around each data
transition. This is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the transfer function of the phase
detector with and without the transition gate. Since the gate is active only )T of every T
period, the noise is reduced to )N. But since the phase detector gain (slope) remains
unchanged within the ) period, the gate, does not exclude any tracking information once
the loop has settled within )T of perfect track. Hence, the sniffer excludes noise from
the loop but does not effect loop gain.

This concept does have one weakness when rapid clock acquisition is a design
requirement. If the data transitions occur initially outside of the )T period, the loop will
drift into lock since the discriminator has a zero slope outside of the )T period. One
method to overcome this weakness is to use a search/track switch where the )T period is
widened whenever the loop is not locked. The locked condition is detected by either an
in-phase discriminator or by the data decoder.

Figure 7 shows an implementation of a clock loop employing both autocorrelation and
“sniffing.” This will be referred to as Loop II. This clock extractor obtains its simplicity
by means of a SNR compromise. The gate is turned on for T/8 symmetrically about the
bit transition time and again for T/8 around the middle of the bit. While the T/8 period in
the middle of the bit contains only noise, it is necessary to prevent the loop from being
sensitive to the data pattern. When a transition occurs, the output of the gate at the bit
transition time is a logic “one” for       and a logic “zero” for          where the unbalance is
a measure of the tracking error. If a transition does not occur, the gate output at the clock
time is constant for the T/8 period and is the same for a “one-one” or a “zero-zero” data



combination. However, the T/8 sample at the middle of the bit has the oppose sign for
the no transition case. Hence the middle of the bit sample is used to cancel the dc bias
generated by clock time samples when the pair of data bits are alike. When a transition
does occur, the mid sample is “one” for T/16 and “zero” for T/16. However, it bears no
tracking information since it is produced by the locally clocked double rate flip-flop.

The improvement in loop SNR achieved by gating is inversely proportional to the gate
duty factor. Since the loop of Figure 7 is gated on for (T/4)/T, its loop SNR is improved
by 6 dB. Compared to Loop I in Figure 3, Loop II in Figure 7 achieves exactly the same
tracking performance with a loop corner four times greater than Loop I.

Loop III     Loop III adds the refinement of turning on the gate only when transitions
occur in the data stream. This reduces the number of times the gate is turned on to 1/4
that of Loop II since the mid bit samples are deleted and the number of samples at the
data clock time is halved provided that the probability of bit transitions equals 1/2. While
this refinement obtains a 6 dB improvement in the loop SNR, it greatly complicates the
mechanization. Figure 8 shows a loop with this refinement.

The potential tracking information is measured by integrating for T/8 about every clock
time. However, the processing delay incurred in determining whether a data transition
has occured necessitates storage for the potential tracking information. The information
is held in the first sample and hold circuit and then reclocked into the second. The two
flip-flops store successive bits which the exclusive-OR differentially decodes to detect
when a data transition has occurred. The second flip-flop corrects the sign of the tracking
information for a “one-zero” vs. “zero-one” transition. When a transition is detected, the
sign corrected tracking information is gated into the loop filter.

The threshold characteristic of this clock extractor is different from Loop I and Loop II.
The threshold effect of a double rate flip-flop is avoided. However, the gate in this
extractor is driven by a signal which has a probability of false detection and a probability
of missed detection. Also, an error in the second flip-flop incorrectly inverts the sign of
the mixer output. To arrive at an understanding of how these dependent events determine
the threshold characteristics, each of the possible combinations and its effect is spelled
out in Table 1. The first column indicates whether or not a transition has occurred. The
second and third columns indicate whether either of the two flip-flops is in error. The
fourth column shows the probability of occurance in terms of bit error probability of the
condition defined by the first three columns. The fifth indicates the output of the gate
where J is the measure of the tracking phase error and DC is the pulse obtained from the
“sniffing” integrator when the adjacent bits have the same sign.
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Table 1

Three conclusions may be drawn from the Table. First, since the probability of false
alarm equals the probability of false detection, the amount of noise energy gated into the
loop is unaffected by the bit error rate. This conclusion assumes that adjacent bits have a
transition probability of 1/2 and is a safe assumption for coded traffic. Next, it is seen
that false alarms (lines 2 and 3) produce an equal number of + and - dc pulses since when
a false alarm occurs, the flop-flop which drives the mixer is in error half the time. Hence,
these pulses do not cause a dc bias in the loop which would cause a static phase error.
They are randomly distributed and, therefore, are noise-like and occupy the same
bandwidth as the data. Since they occur at a rate roughly equal to Pe, it is assumed that
their noise contribution is insignificant compared to the channel noise. Hence, the second
conclusion is that the false alarms have a negligible effect on the loop.

Lastly, the bottom three lines of Table 1 indicate the amount of degradation to the
tracking signal. A data transition occurs with probability of 1/2 and is missed with
probability Pe (1-Pe) and is given the wrong sign with probability 1/2 Pe2 Therefore, the
tracking transitions are suppressed by Pe (1 - Pe) + 2 (1/2 Pe2) = Pe. For a data SNR of
3.0 dB (Pe = 2 x 10-2), the degradation of the tracking signal as it passes through the
mixer and gate is

(2)



for a loop degradation of .35 dB. From this numerical example, it is seen that t
degradation in the clock loop due to thresholding of the tracking error detector is barely
preceptable at this SNR. Thus, in comparison to the first two loops, this loop gains a
small loop SNR improvement due to better threshold characteristics in addition to the
large SNR improvements due to the sophisticated extraction of t tracking information. A
loop has been described by Hurd and Anderson (3) which is conceptually similiar.

Analysis   The starting point for the design of a data clock recovery loop is a set of
performance specifications. Among these specifications will be one or more items which
will determine the minimum and the maximum allowable loop bandwidths. The
minimum bandwidth could be determined by the frequency instability of the data source,
or the channel doppler, or allowable lock time, or a combination of these. On the other
hand, the allowable degradation of the data stream SNR due to clock loop jitter will
determine the maximum loop bandwidth. One of the first design decisions is to
determine the least complex form of clock loop which satisfies the competing bandwidth
requirements.

This section develops expressions for the loop SNR vs data SNR for the three examples
of loops presented in this paper. These expressions are then used to generate plots of
)SNRD vs SNRD for various values of BLT where SNRD is the data SNR and )SNRD is
the degradation of the data due to jitter in the loop which has a corner fL = BL/3.33.
These plots can be used by the design engineer to determine which of the three loops is
adequate for a specific application.

The loop employing only autocorrelation (Figure 3) is modeled in Figure 9. The input, A,
is S + N where S is the power of the data signal and No is Gaussian noise having a one
sided noise density, No. Typically, the bandwidth of A is many times the data bandwidth
in order to obtain optimum data recovery(4). Since we are considering coded data
systems, we can assume that S/N<<1. For this condition, the limiter degradation can be
taken as               and

(3)
The output of the T/2 element is

(4)
where PDR is the effective error rate of the double rate flip-flop as described earlier. It is
assumed that the data errors due to loop jitter are few compared to the errors caused by
channel noise. With this assumption, the error probability of the double rate flip-flop is

(5)



where

                                         (6)

and
                                                 (7)

B and C are mixed (first exclusive - OR) to form the partial clock. Since the double rate
flip-flop errors suppress thp tracking signal by 2PDR , the signal power is reduced by the
factor (1 - 2PDR)2. Also, it is assumed that data transitions occur with a probability of 1/2.
This gives

(8)

The partial clock, D, is mixed with the local clock, E, to detect the loop tracking error. In
order to write an expression for the SNR in the loop, this mixer must be treated as a
phase detector. Hence

(9)

A loop tracking error of J will produce a )V of ±2J D1/2 and is equivalent to a phase
error )N of±BJ/T. Therefore

(10)

Since N has a one-sided density of No, the noise power in the data bandwidth has
variance NoT. Hence, the loop SNR in the data bandwidth is

(11)

(12)

where BLT is the bandwidth reduction from the data bandwidth to the effective noise
bandwidth of an optimally damped second order loop, 3.33 fL.



Clock acquisition Loop II employing autocorrelation and simple “sniffing” is superior to
Loop I since it produces only 1/4 as much noise power in the loop. With the aid of (12),
it is easy to write the expression which relates SNRL to SNRD .

(13)

Loop III which employes autocorrelation and refined “sniffing” is modeled in Figure 10.
The input, A, is again S + N. The integrate and dump circuit which operates about t = 0
provides a bit by bit measure of the clock loop phase error, J . If there is a transition
between bits and *J* # T/16 (i.e. loop is properly locked), then

(14)

where ± 2JS1/2 is the measure of the phase error and NoT/16 is the noise power out of the
I&D. The factor 1/8 is due to the “sniffing” and the factor 1/2 is due to the effective
noise bandwidth of the I&D, 1/2T. Since transitions occur with a probability of one-half,
the effective value of B is

(15)

The two data streams, C & D, are used to estimate the occurrence of data transitions. The
phase detector is driven with E = + 1 for a transition in one direction, E = -1 for a
transition in the opposite direction and with E = 0 otherwise. From the earlier discussion
concerning Table 1, it was observed that E … 0 with probability 1/2. Therefore, the noise
power out of the phase detector is NoT/32. Also, it was shown that the effect of errors in
C and D is to cause a suppression of the tracking error voltage of (1 - 2Pe). In order to
express F as the output of a se detector, F must be written as

(16)



The loop SNR in the data bandwidth is

(17)

(18)

Equations (12), (13), and (18) relating SNRL to SNRD for the clock loops I, II and III are
plotted in Figure 11. The curves clearly illustrate the threshold characteristics and the
gross improvements achieved by the more sophisticated clock extractors. Next, an
expression is derived which relates the degradation of the data stream, )SNRD, to SNRL.
The RMS value of loop phase jitter is appromimated by (5)

(19)

The degradation of SNRD due to loop jitter can be approximated by a simplistic
approach. It is assumed that BL << 1/T so that the loop tracking error, J , remains
constant over a bit period. Then the integrate and dump filter used to recover the data
(sign only for hard decisions or sign plus magnitude for soft decision processing)
operates over ±J to T ± J instead of 0 to T. This timing error causes intersymbol
interference. If the interferring bit is of the same polarity, no degradation occurs.
However, half the time the bit is of opposite polarity which causes the amplitude of the
desired bit at T±J to be suppressed by 2J/T. The time average of the 2J/T suppression is
(Ne B. Hence, the average SNRD degradation is

(20)

and if the loop jitter is low (Ne /B#.1), then

(21)

(22)



substituting (19) into (21),

(22)

Equations (12), (13) and (18) are substituted into (22) and plotted in Figures 12, 13 and
14 as BLT vs SNRD for three values of )SNRD over the range of SNRD of interest in
coded systems. The intersection of a value of SNRD and a value of )SNRD gives the
maximum permissible value of BLT. For example, consider a 1 Mbps data channel which
has the system threshold defined as 4 dB SNRD. Further, let the data recovery circuit be
budgeted 0.3 dB loss. Figure 12 indicates that Loop I must have a corner,

Experimental Data    A high performance mechanization of Loop I was used to obtain
experimental data. The loop is essential the same as is shown in Figure 3 with the
exception that the test loop used alternate Integrate and Dump filters. The loop was
equipped with three loop filters which provided BLT values of approximately 10-3, 10-4

and 10-5 and damping factors between 0.6 and 0.7.

The SNRD degradation due to loop jitter was determined by a method which avoided the
necessity to account for all implementation losses. Error rate measurements were made
for each of the three loop bandwidths with an uncalibrate SNRD . The error rate sample
size ranged between 60,000 for low SNRD t0 several million for high SNRD. The error
rates were then used to determine the effective SNR, ie, SNRD -)SNRD, of each loop
configuration. The actual (jitter-less) value of SNRD was then extrapolated from these
(essentially the value of the 10-5 configuration). The difference between the extrapolated
SNRD and effective SNRD is the )SNRD .

The values of degradation of the BLT = 10-3 and BLT = 10-4 loops are plotted in Figure 15
on lines which take into account the decrease in BL due to the loss of tracking signal at
low SNRD (Figure 11). Although measuring coarseness is apparent, the points fall
generally within 0.05 dB of the expected values.
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Fig. 1 - Partial Clock Extraction by Autocorrelation



Fig. 2 - A Crude Implementation of Autocorrelation

Fig. 3 - Clock Loop I Employing Autocorrelation



Fig. 4 - Classical Data Clock Loop

Fig. 5 - Use of Transition Gate

Fig. 6 - Effect of Transition Gate on Phase Detector

Fig. 7 - Loop II Employing Autocorrelation and “Sniffing”



Fig. 8 - Loop III Employing Autocorrelation and Refined “Sniffing”

Fig. 9 - Model of Loop I

Fig. 10 - Model of Loop III



Fig. 11 - Threshold Characteristics of Clock Extractors

Fig. 12 - Data Degradation Vs Data SNR and Loop I Bandwidth

Fig. 13. - Data Degradation Vs Data SNR and Loop II Bandwidth

Fig. 14 - Data Degradation Vs Data SNR and Loop III Bandwidth



Fig. 15 - Experimental Data from Loop I




